Keywords: TOTAL ANKLE ARTHROPLASTY TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT MRI MARS MRI SEMAC Introduction/Purpose: Total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) is an often successful treatment for end-stage ankle arthritis; however, a subset of patient presents with ankle pain following TAA and concern for early failure. Although radiographs are often diagnostic, patients with normal radiographs and continued pain pose a diagnostic challenge. In those patients, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be helpful to evaluate periprosthetic bone and soft tissues. Traditional high-bandwidth (high-BW) metal artifact reduction sequence (MARS) MRI lessens metal artifacts, but image distortions remain with Cobalt-Chromium implants. Slice-Encoding-Metal-Artifact-Correction (SEMAC) is a recently FDA-approved, advanced MARS technique that promises more powerful metal suppression. Therefore, we prospectively tested the hypothesis that SEMAC MARS MRI facilitates better metal reduction and visibility of periprosthetic structures than does traditional MARS MRI in patients with TAA.
